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Governance, 
Assistance, and 
Interference
THE GUARDIANS OF THE GLOBAL ECONOMY may be 
established fixtures today, but their roots in Allied 
supply management during World War I were 
once controversial.

That’s the starting point for Jamie Martin’s com-
prehensive history of the formation of international 
financial institutions, which opens at the close of 
the Great War, a quarter century before Bretton 
Woods. His book is a deeply researched contextu-
alization of what led to the 1944 New Hampshire 
conclave that birthed the IMF and World Bank. 

Martin, an assistant professor of history and 
social studies at Harvard, is critical, but global 
economic governance supporters and detractors 
can learn from his tracing of predecessors like the 
League of Nations and Bank for International 
Settlements (BIS), created amid war and depression. 

He begins with wartime supply councils, and 
the questions they raised about autonomy for 
governments. The London-based Nitrate of Soda 
Executive, for example, was a body led by a British 
merchant and staffed by government representatives 
of European allies and the United States. It was 
formed to dominate buying of a key ingredient of 
explosives and fertilizer from neutral Chile, the 
world’s main supplier. 

The League of Nations Economic and Financial 
Organization, prohibited from interfering in 
member nations’ domestic affairs, gained the 
ability to do so in the 1920s with new types of 
conditional lending, Martin writes, detailing the 
resulting resistance from Albania to Austria. As the 
global Depression loomed, the creation of the BIS 
fueled dispute over sovereignty itself, and whether 
governments or supposedly apolitical financial 
bodies should control monetary policy.

A thorough account of what are, ultimately, 
bureaucracies could be tedious, but Martin isn’t. 
Instead, he brings alive forgotten figures who 
shaped our world—and links future IMF chief 
(1956-63) Per Jacobsson and top economist Jacques 
Polak to their earlier work at the League. 

One fascinating chapter revolves around tin, 
mined mainly in British colonies such as Malaya 

for everything from arms to autos. Martin illumi-
nates production and trade controls as “the final 
interwar innovation in economic governance,” 
regulating tin markets in colonies and countries. 
The arrangement, a precursor to the Organization 
of the Petroleum Exporting Countries, endured 
until 1985.

The final chapter frames the IMF origins as part 
of the reversal of global apex power. Washington’s 
Lend-Lease Act provides London with warships in 
exchange for eased “imperial preference” in trade 
across territories—and even wheat production 
controls—while the international monetary insti-
tution proposed by John Maynard Keynes ends up 
more like the vision of his overshadowed American 
counterpart Harry Dexter White. 

Martin emphasizes unequal sovereignty, which 
suggests that tweaks to existing bodies like the 
IMF and World Bank “may be insufficient to 
produce a more stable reconciliation of global 
governance and democratic politics,” and that 
“ambitious thinking” can supersede 20th century 
institutions and imperial legacies. His answer may 
be a future book, as it isn’t revealed. 

“Governing the world economy needs to be 
dramatically rethought if it is to be made fully 
compatible, for the first time, with real economic 
self-determination and democratic self-governance,” 
Martin concludes, “and for all states, regardless of 
their histories of sovereignty and imagined stand-
ings in a hierarchical global order.” 
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